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ABSTRACT
Password managers (PMs) have been widely recommended to users
to generate and store random, secure, and unique passwords across
websites. Using a PM is often not enough however, especially if
users store passwords that are guessable, or have been breached.
To assist users in updating insecure passwords, PMs come with
“checkup" features that report the strength of users’ passwords.
However, there has yet to be a systematic study of the features
offered as part of these checkups, and the consistency of the checkup
advice across different PMs. In this paper, we conduct a preliminary
analysis of 14 PMs’ password checkup features, recording how
many passwords are reported weak and compromised. We find
that many PMs fail to report breached credentials. Weak passwords
were also under-reported by PMs. This analysis forms the basis for
a larger study on the consistencies of PM checkup tools and how
users perceive and use them.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→ Usability in security and privacy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
It is widely recommended that users employ a password manager
(PM) for managing their online credentials due to the demands that
passwords have to be strong, secure, and unique across accounts.
Even still, password reuse is common [15, 32], and some users,
even when using a PM, choose their own passwords that may be
insecure [48, 49]. Furthermore, even strong, secure, and unique
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passwords stored in a PMmay still be leaked through data breaches,
necessitating password changes. PMs’ password checkup tools can
be helpful in nudging users to make these changes.

Despite their benefits, the accuracy and consistency of PMs’
checkup tools’ feedback across PMs has received little attention. In
this paper, we perform an initial comparison of check tools across
PMs. Through our analysis, we seek to answer the following two
research questions:

RQ1 Do password checkup tools provide accurate reporting of
weak and breached passwords?

RQ2 Are password checkup tools consistent in their feedback
across different password managers? (e.g., reporting similar
duplicate, weak, or breached passwords.)

In answering these questions, we built a test corpus of passwords
to empirically measure the sophistication of checkup tools. In total,
our test corpus consisted of 1990 passwords. We generated 315
passwords of different classes, and collected 349 known breached
passwords from SecLists [22] and Have I Been Pwned [35]. An
additional 1326 variants of breached passwords were also generated
by RSmangler [21].

Based on user downloads, ratings, and reviews, we then selected
14 popular PMs that have password checkup features for evalua-
tion, i.e. LastPass, Norton, Roboform, Enpass, SafeInCloud, Dash-
lane, 1Password, Sticky Password, Keeper, KeePassXC, Bitwarden,
Google Chrome’s PM, Safari’s Keychain, and Microsoft Edge’s PM.
For each PM evaluated, we uploaded the password corpus and then
extracted the password checkup tools’ feedback for the corpus.

We find that PMs inconsistently report both weak and compro-
mised passwords across their checkup tools. No single PM success-
fully marked all known breached passwords as compromised even
when credentials were from publicly available databases. Addition-
ally, we find that some PMs report less weak passwords compared
to others, despite many using the same password strength algo-
rithm. We also find that most PMs use the same database (Have
I Been Pwned) of passwords, which can create a single point of
failure for users of PMs.

These results offer a number of future directions, particularly
around how users interpret and take action based on the feedback
of different PM checkup tools and what design features of these
tools lead to greater and more acute action on the part of users. We
discuss future directions in conclusion to this preliminary work.
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2 BACKGROUND
To alleviate the burden of having to remember complex passwords,
password managers (PMs) generate and store strong, random, and
unique passwords for users across accounts. PMs fall under three
broad categories [25]:

(a) Browser-based: PMs that come automatically installed as part
of a browser, such as Google Chrome and Firefox.

(b) Third-party: Separately installed applications that can be sold
commercially on a fee-based subscription, but open source
and free options are available as well. Users must install
these PMs separately.

(c) System: PMs that are automatically installed as part of oper-
ating systems, such as Apple’s iCloud Keychain.

Despite a wide variety of PMs, bad password habits still per-
sist, with prior work finding that users of PMs, and particularly
browser-based and system PM users, still reuse passwords across
accounts [25, 33]. Other research [25] has additionally shown that
most PM users generate passwords themselves, only using PMs to
store them. Unfortunately, even among PM users, bad password
practice seems to persist.

To increase the security of users’ accounts, many PMs mea-
sure the strength of passwords in their vault using security audit
tools. These audit tools (also called checkups) notify users of weak
and reused passwords, with some reporting credentials found in
breached datasets. While breach reporting is usually locked behind
a subscription fee in third-party PMs [3], browser/system PMs gen-
erally include breach reports for free. Checkup tools vary in terms
of how they report a weak password. For example, a password
may be marked as “weak" because of the PM’s password strength
checker, or it could be marked as weak because it was found in a
data breach. Some PMs also classify passwords as weak if they are
reused, or because the password has an expiration date (set by the
user). We explore how each PM reports weak/breached passwords
in Section 5 of the results.

Despite these tools’ potential to nudge users to change vulnerable
passwords, prior work has found that users often find these audits
overwhelming [30], leading them to ignore them altogether. Addi-
tionally, if password strength is conveyed poorly, check-up tools
may mislead users into thinking they have secure passwords when
they do not. For example, previous work on password strength
meters has shown that more stringent meters can increase the
likelihood of stronger user-created passwords [43, 46], but poorly-
configured ones may give users a false sense of security. Our study
systematically evaluates password checkup tools across various
PMs to show, for the first time, how these tools provide inconsistent
alerts for various password classes.

3 RELATEDWORK
Password Creation Habits. Users are advised to create long and

complex passwords for every one of their online accounts. Unfor-
tunately, users struggle with creating and remembering random,
secure, and unique passwords across sites, especially because of
the many accounts they have [34]. To alleviate the mental bur-
den of remembering complex passwords, users often create and
reuse memorable but guessable passwords [15, 32, 45, 47, 51]. For
instance, user-created passwords often consist of predictable word

sequences, with common phrases [48] and personal information
(such as names, dates, and government IDs) [20, 49] frequently
used. Even longer sentence-based password generation strategies
often lead to predictable passwords [54]. Slightly altering existing
passwords to meet specific password requirements is also common,
such as adding a symbol to the end of a password [32, 47]. Password
reuse across multiple websites can leave users susceptible to cre-
dential stuffing attacks, where previously breached credentials are
used to attempt logins into different websites en masse. Attackers
using password cracking tools like John the Ripper [31] can easily
generate variants of breached passwords, leaving even heavily al-
tered passwords highly vulnerable to attack. For PM checkup tools
to work effectively, their strength meters must accurately report
weak passwords, especially ones that are easily cracked by modern
cracking tools. As part of our testing, we analyze how many PMs
mark vulnerable (but altered) passwords as weak.

Motivation for Password Manager Usage. People use PMs for a
variety of reasons. Pearman et al. found that users of pre-installed
(system) and browser PMs used them out of convenience, while
those who use 3rd-party PMs use them out of security concerns [33].
Unfortunately, PM adoption amongst the general population re-
mains low. Common factors for low adoption rates are a lack of
trust in PM software [4, 14, 24, 25, 36, 41], users’ own threat as-
sessment of password compromise [4, 5, 41, 49], and perceived
ease-of-use and install time [2, 25, 36]. Stobert and Biddle also
found that ease-of-use influenced which credentials security ex-
perts used PMs for [42]. Munyendo et al. also found that people
who switch PMs do so out of usability concerns with the PM they
use [29]. Nonetheless, Lyastani et al. found that when users used
password generation tools, it significantly reduced the chance of
them using weak passwords for their accounts [23]. To promote
the use of password generation tools, it is important for checkup
software to accurately (and consistently) report weak passwords in
a users’ vault. This is the focus of our study.

User Breach Awareness. PMs should notify users in a compre-
hensive way if a credential breach is detected during a checkup.
Through an analysis of PM usage, Oesch et al. found that users
were often overwhelmed with the amount of check-up notifica-
tions generated by audit tools [30]. While most users did find the
notifications helpful, they recommended that audit tools should
be more proactive in prompting users to change passwords, espe-
cially for high-value accounts. This is consistent with Karunakaran
et al.’s findings, where participants expected proactive measures
to be taken when credentials have been compromised in a data
breach [17].

A recent study by Huang et al. found that Chrome’s password
breach notification was missing critical information, such as where
a password breach was coming from, leading to confusion and mis-
trust from users. Participants also found that there was a lack of
information on how to remediate leaked passwords [16]. Prior work
has demonstrated that critical information is often not displayed
in breach notifications. A study by Redmiles found that the lack
of information in breach notifications caused users to be uncer-
tain how to proceed in securing their online accounts [37]. Zou
et al.’s study highlighted poor breach notification design, with the
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Table 1: Popular third-party PMs identified through Google, Google Play, and iOS App Store.

Name of PM Google Play Store Installs Google Play Store Reviews iOS App Store Ratings Has Checkup Tool? Free Trial?

LastPass 10,000,000+ 22,900+ 52,100+ Y Y
Keeper 10,000,000+ 96,800+ 158,900+ Y Y
Dashlane 5,000,000+ 195,000+ 3,500+ Y Y
Norton PM 1,000,000+ 71,800+ 26,100+ P -
Bitwarden 1,000,000+ 45,000+ 4,100+ Y Y
McAfee True Key 1,000,000+ 27,900+ 1,500+ N -
KeePass2Android 1,000,000+ 33,700+ Not Available Y -
Kaspersky PM 1,000,000+ 30,300+ 913 Y Y
Roboform 1,000,000+ 14,000+ 38,100+ Y -
Enpass 1,000,000+ 19,100+ 1,200+ Y -
NordPass 1,000,000+ 14,000+ 3,100+ P Y
Password Safe 1,000,000+ 51,300+ 1,100+ N -
1Password 500,000+ 5,900+ 1,500+ Y Y
Avira 500,000+ 8,120+ 410 Y N
SafeInCloud 100,000+ 33,900+ 1,900+ Y -
Sticky Password 100,000+ 8,920+ 1,200+ Y Y
mSecure 100,000+ 5,340+ 44,700+ P -
Zoho Vault PM 50,000+ 1,110+ 685 Y Y
Password Boss 10,000+ 580 68 Y Y
PassBolt 10,000+ 351 1 N -

Y = Both breach and password strength detection/Has free trial;
P = No breach detection;

N = No checkup tools/No free trial for premium features;
- = Not applicable

majority of notifications using overly-complex language. Phrasing
that minimized risk was also observed in their study [55].

It is paramount that checkup tools offer a comprehensive and
accessible way for users to remediate weak and breached passwords.
There must be careful consideration when designing notifications,
as well as clear instructions on how to update insecure passwords,
especially since prior work found that victims were more receptive
of changing passwords than other actions [26]. Otherwise, users
may not change the password at all, or change it to something
equally insecure. Bhagavatula et al. found that when users changed
passwords after a breach, the new passwords were generally the
same strength as the old ones, and more similar to the other pass-
words they already use [6].

4 METHODOLOGY
4.1 Collecting Passwords

Mangled Passwords. To understand how checkup tools classify
breached passwords, we gathered passwords from SecLists [22],
a database of previously-leaked passwords. Previous work has
noted that most users tend to slightly alter passwords after a data
breach [10, 47, 50], often appending symbols or including substrings
from other passwords. To understand how sophisticated each PM
is at detecting slightly-altered (but still breached) passwords, we
fed “mangled" versions of breached passwords into each PM and
recorded howmany passwords were reported as breached andweak.
Importantly, a password can be marked as breached, but still be
considered a “strong" password by a given PM (Tables 2, and 3
illustrate this divide); this is due to how each individual PM config-
ures its password strength meter. We used RSmangler [21] to create
variants of SecList’s 200 most common passwords of 2020 [28]. We
performed a broad range of modifications to each compromised
password to account for ways a user might change a password
after a breach [47].

Specifically, we performed the following modifications:
• LEET passwords. We slightly modified spellings of compro-
mised passwords to generate 735 passwords.

• Double passwords. Each compromised passwords was con-
catenated with itself twice, generating 197 passwords.

• Reversed passwords. Each compromised passwords was re-
versed, generating 197 passwords.

• Reverse case passwords. We reversed the case of each com-
promised password, generating 197 passwords.

Breached passwords. Additionally, we collected 309 unmodi-
fied breached passwords from SecLists 1. We collected passwords
of diverse classes to determine if checkup tools detect breached
passwords of different compositions more effectively than others.
We also collected 40 breached passphrases by manually entering
common phrases into Have I Been Pwned (HIBP) [35], a popu-
lar database of breached credentials. We collected a total of 349
vulnerable passwords.

We categorize the breached passwords as follows:
• C-Class3 passwords. Compromised passwords that must have
3 different character types: uppercase or lowercase letters,
numbers, symbols. 112 passwords were found.

• C-Class4 passwords. Compromised passwords that must have
4 different character types: uppercase or lowercase letters,
numbers, symbols. 197 passwords were found.

• C-Passphrases. Compromised passwords composed of 4-5
words, separated by spaces. 40 passwords were found.

Classed Passwords. Finally, to understand how different PMs clas-
sify passwords of different classes, we also generated 315 random
passwords of various class and length.

We generated2 the following:
• Basic passwords. Passwords with only alphabetical letters. 80
were generated.

• Class3 passwords. Passwords with 3 different character types:
uppercase or lowercase letters, numbers, symbols. 80 were
generated.

1We gathered passwords from SecList’s rockyou-75, NordVPN, Honeynet, Hotmail,
and MySpace breach corpuses.
2We generated passwords using https://passwordsgenerator.net/ and https://www.us
eapassphrase.com/.

https://passwordsgenerator.net/
https://www.useapassphrase.com/ 
https://www.useapassphrase.com/ 
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• Class4 passwords. Passwords with 4 different character types:
uppercase or lowercase letters, numbers, symbols. 80 were
generated.

• Passphrases. Passwords composed of 4, 5, and 12 words, sep-
arated by hyphens. 75 were generated.

To get a complete perspective of PM checkup tools, we chose
browser, system, and third-party PMs to test. For popular browser
and system PMs, we tested Google Chrome’s, Microsoft Edge’s,
and Safari’s Keychain PM. We excluded Firefox because their PM
checkup tool does not show the strength of individual passwords.

We identified third-party PMs by searching “password manager”
on Google, Apple’s app store, and Google Play’s app store. We
recorded the first page of results from each search, and narrowed
down PMs using Google Play Store and iOS App Store reviews and
ratings 3. We then filtered out PMs that did not have free trials and
checkup features. Finally, we prioritized PMs that have both breach
detection and password strength checkers, though we did select
one popular PM that did not have breach detection (Norton PM).
The following third-party password managers are analyzed: Last-
Pass, 1Password, Dashlane, Keeper, Bitwarden, Roboform, Enpass,
Norton PM, SafeInCloud, and Sticky Password (Table 1). We also
chose to look at KeePassXC (KeePass) since it is an open-source,
longstanding PM that is supported on all platforms (such as KeeP-
ass2Android for Android). We chose not to test Kaspersky PM
because its free version does not allow more than 5 credentials in
its vault.

4.2 Testing Credentials
Users receive checkup reports in two ways: either by manually re-
questing a report, or the report is automatically generated by the PM.
These reports list vulnerable passwords found in the users’ vault,
and users can then choose to edit/remove the credentials. We per-
formed checkups through each PMs’ interface. When the checkup
was finished, all weak and compromised credentials were docu-
mented, and all passwords were deleted from the vault afterward.
After collecting passwords and selecting PMs to test, we uploaded
each Password Class corpus to every PM. We then recorded how
many passwords were marked as weak and compromised by the PM,
exporting the weak/compromised password datasets afterwards.
Passwords were then deleted from each PM vault. We repeated this
process until all Password Class corpuses were processed.

Importantly, we were unable to collect breach information for
a number of PMs we tested. Norton PM, for example, does not
have breach detection features. Google Chrome will only report
compromised passwords when both a username and password pair
is found in a breach [44]. Because we used a dummy username for
every credential, we were unable to gather breach information from
Chrome, Microsoft Edge [27], Dashlane [12], and LastPass [19].

5 RESULTS
5.1 RQ1: Accuracy

Weak Passwords. To understand how PMs measure the strength
of passwords, we searched through each PMs’ interface and installa-
tion website (including company forums) for available information.

3Reviews and ratings were gathered in Dec. 2023.

The majority of PMs (Enpass [13], Roboform [38], SafeInCloud [40],
Dashlane [11], 1Password [1], KeePassXC [18], Bitwarden [7]) use
zxcvbn, a popular password strength estimator that calculates how
weak a password is by comparing it to several word dictionar-
ies [52].

We further found that PMs were inconsistent in reporting weak
passwords (Table 2), despite many using zxcvbn to calculate pass-
word strength. Alarmingly, no PM marked all compromised pass-
words as weak, though KeePassXC did come close, reporting all
compromised and mangled passwords as weak, but did miss 4
compromised Class4 passwords.

Despite KeePassXC’s performance, end-users using the 13 ad-
ditional PMs may experience issues. We found that some PMs do
not mark breached passwords as weak, meaning that if a user does
not perform a compromised credential checkup (or does not pay a
premium subscription for one), they may mistakenly assume their
compromised credential is a strong password. Similarly, if a user
switches PMs to one that reports fewer passwords as weak (or
vice versa), they may be mislead into thinking their passwords are
(in)secure. This could exacerbate bad password practices, putting
users’ online accounts at risk.

Compromised Passwords. Similar to howwe discovered how PM’s
measured password strength, we looked at each PMs’ interface and
website for any information on how they detect credential breaches.
We found that the majority of PMs (RoboForm [38], Enpass [13],
SafeInCloud [39], 1Password [1], Bitwarden [7]) use HIBP. Sticky
Password uses a different breach detection service called ARC Data-
base [9]. We could not find any information on what credential
databases Google Chrome, KeePassXC, Safari, or Microsoft Edge
use.

We found that compromised passwords were reported more con-
sistently compared to weak passwords, which is likely due to many
PMs using the same database of breached passwords. However,
only one password corpus (C-Class3) had all breached passwords
consistently marked as compromised by PMs. The fact that the
checkup tools did not detect all compromised passwords in each
corpus is highly concerning, especially considering that all com-
promised passwords we used can be easily accessed publicly (or
generated using RSmangler). These passwords are known weak
passwords that should not be used, even when heavily altered. As
prior work has demonstrated, users will create predictable pass-
words [15, 32, 45, 47, 51]. We suggest that breach detection features
in PMs compare users’ credentials to more datasets, especially
public ones (such as SecLists). Otherwise, PMs may miss obvious
examples of insecure passwords.

5.2 RQ2: PM Comparison
Weak Passwords. We found that most PMs consistently marked

mangled and compromised passwords weak at least 50% of the time.
However, there are some outliers. Enpass reported a low number of
Double, Reversed, Reverse Case, and Compromised Class4 passwords
as weak. Conversely, KeePassXC reported all LEET,Double, Reversed,
Reverse Case, Compromised Class3, and Compromised Passphrases
as weak (Table 2). KeePassXC also reported many generated, non-
compromised passwords as weak, suggesting that KeePassXC has
stricter password strength requirements compared to other PMs.
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Table 2: The number of passwords marked as weak by each PM.

LastPass Norton Roboform Enpass SafeInCloud Dashlane 1Password Sticky Password
LEET PWs (out of 735) 455 (61.9%) 665 (90.4%) 506 (68.8%) 447 (60.8%) 594 (80.8%) 458 (62.3%) 410 (55.7%) 365 (49.6%)
Double PWs (out of 197) 178 (90.3%) 183 (92.8%) 190 (96.4%) 13 (6.5%) 172 (87.3%) 178 (90.3%) 15 (7.6%) 133 (67.5%)
Reversed PWs (out of 197) 189 (95.9%) 192 (97.4%) 195 (98.9%) 8 (4%) 155 (97.4%) 190 (96.4%) 178 (90.3%) 133 (67.5%)
Reverse Case PWs (out of 197) 188 (95.4%) 192 (97.4%) 195 (98.9%) 8 (4%) 192 (97.4%) 183 (92.8%) 183 (92.8%) 177 (89.8%)
Passphrases (out of 75) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Basic PWs (out of 80) 0 19 (23.7%) 8 (10%) 20 (25.7%) 0 0 19 (23.7%) 39 (48.7%)
Class3 PWs (out of 80) 0 19 (23.7%) 1 (1.25%) 18 (22.5%) 0 0 0 3 (3.7%)
Class4 PWs (out of 80) 0 17 (21.25%) 0 15 (18.7%) 0 0 0 0
C-Class3 PWs (out of 112) 106 (94.6%) 112 (100%) 112 (100%) 112 (100%) 112 (100%) 108 (96.4%) 80 (71.4%) 83 (74.1%)
C-Class4 PWs (out of 197) 52 (26.3%) 108 (54.8%) 172 (87.3%) 14 (7.1%) 76 (38.5%) 50 (25.3%) 1 (.5%) 6 (3%)
C-Passphrase PWs (out of 40) 3 (7.5%) 0 38 (95%) 0 0 0 1 (2.5%) 0

Keeper KeePassXC Bitwarden Google PM Safari PM Microsoft Edge PM
LEET PWs (out of 735) 161 (21.9%) 735 (100%) 665 (90.4%) 665 (90.4%) 595 (80.9%) 598 (81.3%)
Double PWs (out of 197) 149 (75.6%) 197 (100%) 183 (92.8%) 183 (92.8%) 144 (73%) 140 (71%)
Reversed PWs (out of 197) 175 (88.8%) 197 (100%) 192 (97.4%) 192 (97.4%) 148 (75.1%) 176 (89.3%)
Reverse Case PWs (out of 197) 172 (87.3%) 197 (100%) 192 (97.4%) 192 (97.4%) 178 (90.3%) 176 (89.3%)
Passphrases (out of 75) 1 (1.3%) 5 (6.6%) 0 0 0 0
Basic PWs (out of 80) 19 (23.7%) 43 (53.2%) 19 (23.7%) 19 (23.7%) 1 (1.25%) 19 (23.7%)
Class3 PWs (out of 80) 0 39 (48.7%) 19 (23.7%) 19 (23.7%) 5 (6.2%) 19 (23.7%)
Class4 PWs (out of 80) 0 35 (43.7%) 17 (21.25%) 17 (21.25%) 2 (2.5%) 17 (21.25%)
C-Class3 PWs (out of 112) 18 (16%) 112 (100%) 112 (100%) 112 (100%) 101 (90.1%) 88 (78.5%)
C-Class4 PWs (out of 197) 0 193 (97.9%) 108 (54.8%) 108 (54.8%) 61 (30.9%) 67 (34%)
C-Passphrase PWs (out of 40) 0 40 (100%) 0 0 0 0

Table 3: The number of passwords marked as compromised. Note that some PMs do not report compromised passwords if there
is not a username + password pair.

Roboform Enpass SafeInCloud 1Password Sticky Password Keeper KeePassXC Bitwarden

LEET PWs (out of 735) 288 (39.1%) 288 (39.1%) 288 (39.1%) 288 (39.1%) 292 (39.7%) 348 (47.3%) 288 (39.1%) 288 (39.1%)
Double PWs (out of 197) 182 (92.3%) 182(92.3%) 182 (92.3%) 182 (92.3%) 183 (92.8%) 191 (96.9%) 182 (92.3%) 182 (92.3%)
Reversed PWs (out of 197) 189 (95.9%) 189 (95.9%) 189 (95.9%) 189 (95.9%) 183 (92.8%) 194 (98.4%) 189 (95.9%) 189 (95.9%)
Reverse Case PWs (out of 197) 189 (95.9%) 189 (95.9%) 189 (95.9%) 189 (95.9%) 190 (96.4) 196 (99.4%) 189 (95.9%) 189 (95.9%)
Basic PWs (out of 80) 0 0 0 0 0 19 (23.7%) 0 0
C-Class3 PWs (out of 112) 112 (100%) 112 (100%) 112 (100%) 112 (100%) 112 (100%) 112 (100%) 112 (100%) 112 (100%)
C-Class4 PWs (out of 197) 170 (86.2%) 170 (86.2%) 170 (86.2%) 170 (86.2%) 59 (29.9%) 105 (53.2%) 170 (86.2%) 170 (86.2%)
C-Passphrase PWs (out of 40) 38 (95%) 39 (97.5%) 39 (97.5%) 39 (97.5%) 38 (95%) 37 (92.5%) 39 (97.5%) 39 (97.5%)

It’s likely that PMs using zxcvbn include additional factors when cal-
culating password strength; zxcvbn itself reports a number between
0 (very guessable) to 4 (very unguessable) to reflect the strength of
a password [52, 53]. PMs may interpret these numbers differently,
which explains why the numbers each PM reports are inconsis-
tent. However, we were only able to find additional information on
how KeePassXC uses additional factors (such as password reuse) to
factor into its strength report [18]. We were unable to find public
documentation on how the other PMs generate its strength results,
though Bitwarden’s source code indicates that it does factor in
whether a users’ email address is present in the password [8].

Compromised Passwords. We saw a discrepancy between Robo-
form and other PMs that use HIBP, with Roboform only reporting
38 Compromised Passphrases while the others reported 39. It is un-
clear why Roboform failed to report the additional password, since
entering the passphrase (winner winner chicken dinner) into HIBP
shows that the password is indeed compromised. The fact that
Roboform can fail to report passwords even when they are present
in HIBP’s database is worrisome. More testing should be performed
to see how pervasive of a problem this is.

Except for Compromised Passphrase and Compromised Class4
passwords, Keeper reported more compromised passwords than the
other 13 PMs. Interestingly, Keeper reported 19 Basic (not compro-
mised) credentials as breached; this is surprising considering those
credentials were generated using a password generator, suggesting
that Keeper has a larger database of breached credentials compared
to others we tested. Sticky Password also reported more passwords
in some corpuses compared to PMs that use HIBP, though it did un-
derperform when detecting Compromised Class4 credentials, only
detecting 29.9% of passwords when PMs that use HIBP detected
86.2%. While HIBP is able to report a fair amount of compromised
passwords, some databases were better at detecting more breached
passwords. Even when passwords are detected by HIBP, sometimes
they are not reported by a PM. PMs should look into using a com-
bination of databases to find compromised credentials and ensure
that their PMs accurately report this information.

6 DISCUSSION & FUTUREWORK
Discussion. In this paper, we looked at 14 password managers

(PMs) and evaluated their checkup features. Usingmultiple different
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password corpuses that contained weak, compromised, and strong
credentials, we analyzed how many passwords each checkup tool
marked as breached and weak. We found that most checkup tools
do not accurately report breached passwords, even when using pass-
words found in public databases. Weak passwords that are variants
of known compromised passwords were also under-reported.

We also found that most PMs’ checkup features we tested use
Have I Been Pwned (HIBP) to report breached passwords. Despite
HIBP’s popularity, some breached passwords still went unreported,
even when a password was verifiably in HIBP’s database (such as
the case with Roboform). Additionally, as prior work has pointed
out, many checkup tools with breach detection are locked behind
premium subscriptions [3]. This is concerning, especially since
PMsmay not mark computationally ”strong" breached passwords as
weak, meaning users will have to pay a premium subscription to see
if they actually need to change their passwords. Consequently, this
could also incentivize users to keep using their breached passwords.
We also saw inconsistencies in how PMs report weak passwords,
despite many using zxcvbn to measure password strength. This may
cause PMs to report passwords as strong, when they are actually
not. Switching to a PM that reports fewer passwords as weak or
compromised can cause additional uncertainty in users.

To prevent confusion, we recommend that PMs are more trans-
parent in how they determine password strength, especially on how
they weigh password characteristics (such as password composition
or length). To better protect users’ online accounts, PMs should
mark all breached passwords as weak, even if they are strong by a
PM’s strength metric. We also recommend that PMs use multiple
databases (chiefly public ones) to detect more breached passwords,
especially if a user is paying for a premium subscription.

Future Work. Prior work has found that users find breach detec-
tion features useful, but also overwhelming, with many choosing
to ignore them altogether [30]. Still, it is unclear how many PM
users are aware of these tools, or how they use them. Is unaware-
ness the result of these tools often being locked behind premium
features [3], or can PMs do a better job at letting users know about
these features? How do users adjust checkup tool settings, deter-
mine which passwords they need to change, and other remediation
strategies? Are there more effective ways to nudge people to reme-
diate weak/breached passwords? To fill this research gap, we will
conduct a user study for the next iteration of this work.
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